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Introduction
As a TARGIT Calculations Expert, you can really use the full potential in TARGIT.
You will be your company’s number-cruncher by offering everyone in the
organization clear insight into complicated data. First and foremost, you will be
able to make dynamic ad-hoc calculations, which you can use for optimizing your
intelligent Agents, comparisons and other active functions that give everyone in
the organization the courage to act.
Prerequisite
You need to be thoroughly versed in TARGIT, minimally equivalent to the TARGIT
Fundamentals course. You will get the most out of the course if you have worked
with your own data for a period of time.
Goal




After completing the course, you will be able to:
Make advanced user-defined calculations
Expand the boundaries for creativity in TARGIT

Course subjects





References in cross tables
Calculations with advanced formula syntax
Reference filters
Many practical exercises that will equip you to fill the expert role
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Lesson 1: Cross Table References and Calculations.
In this lesson you will learn the general syntax for referencing columns, rows and
individual cells within a Cross table.
All the standard operators and functions will be introduced including the use of
some of them.
During the demo it will be shown how mastering calculations can help to provide
additional information and to enhance the overview of information in a coherent
Analysis.

Summation / Recap


The general syntax for Cross table references are:
o







sum([x range], [y range], [m range]), where x refers to columns, y to
rows and m to measures.

Absolute x and y references:
o

E.g. d1, d2, d3 etc. – counting columns from top-to-bottom or rows
from left-to-right.

o

E.g. d-1, d-2, d-3 etc. – counting columns from bottom-to-top or rows
from right-to-left.

Relative x and y references:
o

E.g. -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 etc. – zero refers to current column/row, negative
integers refer to previous columns/rows and positive integers refer to
subsequent columns/rows.

o

E.g. in a calculation of difference between 2 columns the row
reference will be 0 – meaning the calculation must be done in the
current row.

o

E.g.. in a calculation of totals per column the column reference will
be 0 – meaning the calculation must be done in the current column.

Dimension x and y references:
o

E.g. @"[Reseller].[Denmark]" – refers to the column/row with the
dimension values "Reseller" and "Denmark" as first and second levels
respectively in a hierarchical dimension. Using this reference you also
need to pay attention to use of upper- and lowercase.
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Measure references:
o

E.g. m1, m2, m3 etc. – referring to the first, second, third etc. of the
inserted measures.

o

0 referring to the current measure (e.g. calculating a total on different
measures

Reference ranges:
o

E.g. d1:d-3 or m1:m3 – use two references separated by a colon to
define a range of columns, rows or measures.

o

Reference ranges can of course also be relative, e.g. -2:0 meaning a
range starting 2 columns/rows back and up to the current column/row

o

A “classical” reference range could be an accumulation: d1:0 meaning
from the first column/row to the current – or reverse d-1:0 meaning
from the last column/row to the current.
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Demo
The demo in Lesson 1 will demonstrate how to add customized calculations to
Cross tables. In the demo we will make use of some of the available aggregation
functions and operators.
During the course of building a coherent Analysis we will touch on some of the
aspects of referencing cells in a Cross table:




absolute references
relative references
reference ranges

A simple Analysis

A very simple analysis, without calculations and thus without the possibility to
highlight important data issues, is not very helpful in providing useful information
as will be demonstrated in the first part of this demo.
Start TARGIT BI Suite and create a new Analysis, Revenue Analysis, consisting of
three objects:




A Cross table, Profit per Product Hierarchy (Product) by Time Hierarchy
(Year).
An Area chart, Profit per Time Hierarchy (Quarter).
A Map, Profit per Customer Country (Country).
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Apply the global criteria Time = 2015 and 2016. Product = JEANS.

Although this is indeed a coherent Analysis (you can apply Drill down criteria from
one object to the others) it is not very successful in supplying us with useful
information upon which we can base our decisions.
The Analysis can be dramatically enhanced by applying calculations and a few
features based on those calculations.
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An advanced Analysis

In this part of the demo the basic aspects of referencing columns, rows and
measures are demonstrated by applying a calculation.


Add a calculation, Trend, to the Cross table. Trend is calculated as the
difference between the last two columns (2015 and 2016) in the Cross table:



The formula sum(d-1, 0, m1) - sum(d-2, 0, m1) will subtract the values in the
second last column (2015) from the values in the last column (2016).



Add a Growth calculation, defined as the development (the Trend) expressed
as a percentage of the second last column (2015): sum(c1, 0, m1) / sum(d-2, 0,
m1).



Select the added Growth calculation to change the number format to Percent.



Add a Color Agent to emphasize a negative or positive Growth:

Color Growth Red

___ if Growth < 0

Color Growth Green

___ if Growth > 0

Color Growth Yellow

___ if Growth = 0
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Now the Crosstab should look like this:



Copy the Cross table (CTRL+C and CTRL+V).



In the copied cross table, exchange the Product dimension with the Customer
Country(Country) dimension.



Change the object type to Map. (Delete the old Map object.).

A Map object will always display the values of the last column in the underlying
cross table, and this is why we are seeing the red and green colors expressing
negative an positive Growth respectively on the map.The area chart is useful for
Drill Down selections of interesting intervals of periods to be analyzed.
Now the rather useless Analysis has become a strong platform for decisionmaking, simply by adding a calculation and, as in this case, enhancing visibility
with a Color Agent based on that calculation.
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More Calculations

The last part of the demo will demonstrate reference ranges and relative
references.


Add a Bar chart to the Profit Analysis, Profit per Time Hierarchy (Month).



Add the following calculations to the Bar chart (all as a single column):
o

Average = avg(d-1, all, m1) (demonstrating the all reference range)

o

Accumulated average = avg(d-1, d1:0, m1) (demonstrating an absolute
reference range)

o

3 mth average = avg(d-1, -2:0, m1) (demonstrating a relative reference)



Change visualization for each of the three calculations to a Line.



The final result should now look something like this:
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Calculations as a new measure

In the third part of the demo we will work with calculations as a new measure and
referencing a certain dimension value.


Create a new Cost analysis with a crosstab showing Costs and No of
Sales per Salesperson and by Product Hierarchy(Product group).



Add global criteria Time = 2015.



Add a calculation (as a new measure):

Costs per Sale = sum(0, 0, m1) / sum(0, 0, m2)
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We have now added a new measure which can now be referred to if needed (in
this case as m3).
Notice that when using calculation as a new measure you normally do relative
referencing – we relate to the current column and row.
Now, the crosstab looks like this:



Use visibility agents to hide all salespersons who had a total No of Sales
less then 100 during the period.

The condition for the visibility agent looks like this:
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Use the Visibility formatting to hide the Underwear and T-shirt numbers.


Go to Properties and Visibility and choose hide a range of Product
Hierarchy.



Choose Position 3 from the first – and Define range end – choose
Position 1 From the last – click Apply.

This will hide the last two columns of the cross tab and the resulting cross tab
should now look something like this:
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Hide No of Sales and Costs using the Visibility formatting and change object
type to Column chart.

With a little further formatting, the result should look something like this:
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Direct reference to dimension member value

Add another crosstab to the analysis: Costs and No of Sales per Customer
Country (Country).
Add a calculation as a single column per Customer Country:


Costs per Sale = sum(d1, 0, m1) / sum(d1, 0, m2)

Now we will calculate what the level of costs is in other countries compared to the
American numbers – a kind of US-index.




US index: sum(c1, 0, m1) / sum(c1, @”[North America].[United States]”,
m1)
Hide Costs, No of Sales and Costs per Sale through the Visibility
formatting option.
Change the object type to horizontal bar chart.

The end result should look like this:
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Exercises Lesson 1
(Screenshots and exercises are based on version 2018.3 demo data. If you working on an earlier or later version
you may need to subtract or add 1 year to achieve similar results.)

Task 1
Create a new Analysis for calculation of Unit Prices. Generally Unit Price can be
calculated as Unit Price = Revenue / Units Sold.
Start out with a Cross table Revenue and Units Sold per Product Hierarchy
(Product group) by Customer (Territory).


Calculate the Unit Price to get a result like this:



Add a horizontal Bar chart to display the Unit Prices for each of the territories
(hint: Use the Visibility formatting option to hide the irrelevant data):
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Add a vertical Bar chart, Units sold per Time Hierarchy (Month) by Customer
(Territory).



The bar chart must include and display these two calculations:





o

Asia market share. For each Month, the number of units sold in Asia
must be calculated as a percentage of the total number of units sold
within that Month.

o

12 Months trailing average. This calculation may also be referred to
as a ‘rolling’ average. For each Month, this average is calculated as the
average of the 12 Months ranging from 11 Months earlier than current
Month until the current Month.

The complete analysis should now look like this:

Save the analysis as Lesson 1 Unit Price analysis.
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Task 2
The 12 months trailing average calculation is not entirely correct when looking at
the beginning of the time range – here, the calculation will be based on less than
12 months.
To correct this, at least in the beginning of the period, use range visibility to hide
the first 12 months of the bar chart:
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Task 3


Add a Bar chart to the Unit Price Analysis: Units Sold per Time Hierarchy
(Quarter).



Add a calculation, 2017/Q4 Index. This calculation is an Index calculation
based on 4th Quarter of 2017. The number of Units Sold in this Quarter will be
equal to an Index of 100 %, and the number of Units Sold in all other Quarters
must be calculated as an Index in relation to 4th Quarter 2017.



The calculation must be generalized to work with any criteria. I.e. 4th Quarter
2017 must be basis for the Index calculation no matter if this Quarter appears
as the first, third or seventh row in the underlying cross table.



The result, with no criteria, should look like this:



Add the criterion Salesperson = Nicolle Bramble to achieve this result:
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Lesson 2: Operators, the 4th parameter and count/allcount
General purpose
This lesson will introduce the complete list of available functions. Specifically we
will be looking at if-then-else statements and how to use labels to improve the
readability of our formulas.

Summation / Recap




If-then-else statements are used to check for certain conditions and to provide
alternative results based on the different conditions. Specifically the if-thenelse statement is useful to prevent a division-by-zero situation.
An If-then-else can also be “nested” which means setting up more conditions
(and actions when the conditions are met) inside one if-sentence.
o

if [A] then [B] else [C]

o

if [A] then [B] else if [C] then [D] else [E]

With labels you can name specific expressions within your formula and refer to
those labels from other places in the formula. This is especially useful when
working with complex formulas, like the if-then-else statement, where one or
more expressions may be used several times within the same formula.
o



[label:] ([expression])

The 4th parameter can be used to address problems concerning references
out of range. References to cells not available in the current dataset (e.g. a
reference to previous month in the first month of a dataset). Such a reference
would normally result in the error message “not defined”, but with the 4th
parameter you have the option to insert a value instead of the not-reachable
value.
The syntax could be: sum(d1, -1, m1, 0). This reference to the previous row will
(in case previous row is not-reachable) return a zero instead.



Count counts all the values in a set of cells, while allcount counts all the cells
regardless of content (null-values as well). This can be used to validate if all
the wanted/required registrations are present in a dataset.
The formula count(d1, all, m1) % allcount(d1, all, m1) will calculate the
percentage of cells in the first column from the left containing numeric values.
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Demo
The demo will demonstrate a very common situation: A cross table that includes a
custom calculation where a division-by-zero situation can occur.
Labels will added to the formula to enhance the readability.


Create a new Analysis with a Cross table showing Revenue and Costs per
Customer



Add a new calculation Contribution Margin = (Revenue – Costs) / Revenue *
100.



Apply the global criterion Customer Country(Territory) = Asia.

Notice the “Math errors” – which are caused by division by zero.
To fix this, we will implement an “if-then-else” statement in our calculations syntax.
If-then-else



In the formula, include an if-then-else statement to handle the division-byzero issue. Insert “0” when a division by zero is attempted:
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A “nested” If-then-else

Maybe more calculations need to be done depending on different conditions.
This can be solved using a “nested” if-sentence.



Create a new Bonus analysis with a crosstab showing Revenue per
Salesperson.
Add a dynamic criteria = Previous month

Now we’ve got a basis for calculating the monthly bonus for the Salespersons. The
bonus is given according to these rules:





Revenue 0-50.000 = 0 in bonus
Revenue > 50.000 = 5% of Revenue in bonus
Revenue >= 100.000 and < 500.000 = 10% of Revenue in bonus
Revenue >= 500.000 = 15% of Revenue in bonus

This can be translated to Targit calculation syntax using one long nested if
sentence:
if sum(d1, 0, m1) >= 500000 then sum(d1, 0, m1) * 0,15 else
if sum(d1, 0, m1) >= 100000 then sum(d1, 0, m1) * 0,1 else
if sum(d1, 0, m1) >= 50000 then sum(d1, 0, m1) * 0,05 else 0

Notice: The last else takes care of those who do not meet any of the conditions
and as a result has no bonus coming.

Adding Labels could make this sentence a lot more readable:
if SALES:(sum(d1, 0, m1)) >= 500000 then SALES * 0,15 else
if SALES >= 100000 then SALES * 0,1 else
if SALES >= 50000 then SALES * 0,05 else 0
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Make sure that an icon agent highlights the salesperson who recieves the highest
bonus.
With June 2017 set as the dynamic date origin the crosstab should look like this:

The 4th parameter

The 4th parameter is useful when referencing out of range in relation to the
dataset that has been defined for the crosstab at hand.
This will normally result in the error message “not defined”. By using the 4th
parameter you can insert a numeric value which will replace the error message.

An example:



Create a new analysis Monthdifference with a crosstab showing Revenue
per Time Hierarchy (Month).
Add a calculation showing the difference between current month and the
previous month.

The formula could be: sum(d1, 0, m1) – sum(d1, -1, m1)
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In this particular case this formular will return “Undefined” in the first row –
because there is no previous month in the dataset – and the reference is out of
range.

In this case the 4th parameter can be a solution.
New formula: sum(d1, 0, m1) – sum(d1, -1, m1, 0)
The last 0 indicates that the value 0 should be inserted in case of reference out
of range.
Now the first row (January) is calculated as if the previous month was 0.
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Count and Allcount

We create another analysis Customer Activity with a crosstab showing Revenue
per Salesperson and by Customer.
As this part of the crosstab shows, it is just a fraction of the Customers that each
Salesperson gets his or hers Revenue from.

First of all we want a count of how many Customers each Salesperson has
covered in terms of Revenue.


Active customers = count(all, 0, m1)
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Hide, through Visibility formatting, everything but the calculation – this should
make the crosstab look like this:
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A refined variation of this counting could be to relate the count to an allcount (all
possible customers).


Active Customer % = count(all, 0, m1) / allcount(all, 0, m1)

With a bit of formatting the final crosstab should look like this:
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Rank and Median

From the Calculations Smartpad you can add
pre-defined Rank and Median calculations.
Like the Average calculation, the Rank and
Median calculations makes most sense when
they refer to ranges, e.g. an all range.
The default pre-defined calculations are:




median(d-1, all, m1)
rankdesc(d-1, all, m1)
rankasc(d-1, all, m1)

For a standard crosstab with No of Sales per
Customer Country, this would give a result like this:
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Exercises lesson 2
(Screenshots and exercises are based on version 2018.3 demo data. If you working on an earlier or later version
you may need to subtract or add 1 year to achieve similar results.)

Task 1


Open the Unit Price analysis that was created and saved during Lesson 1.



Apply the global criteria Salesperson = Nicolle Bramble. This will produce
Math Errors in the crosstab.



Include if-then-else statements in the calculation syntax to avoid the Math
Errors you would otherwise see.



Save the Unit Price analysis with these changes.

Task 2


Create a new Analysis, Product Suite Exploitation (PSE), from which we will be
able to tell how many products, out of the total number of products, that have
been utilized in a given period or for a given country.



A product is defined as being “exploited” whenever any revenue has been
recorded for the product in a given period or for a given country. Positive,
negative as well as 0 revenue counts as a recorded revenue.



PSE may be expressed in percentage:
o

PSE = [number of products with a non-NULL revenue] / [total number of
products].
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The Analysis must be based on three objects:
o

A Pie chart showing Revenue per Product Hierarchy (Product Group).

o

A Bar chart showing PSE per Time Hierarchy (Quarter).
Tip: The basis for this object will be a cross table showing Revenue per
Time Hierarchy (Quarter) by Product (Product).

o

A Map (Map chart) showing PSE per Country.


Color Country red if PSE < average PSE.



Color Country green if PSE >= average PSE.



The analysis should now look like this:



Save the analysis as Lesson 2 Product Suite Exploitation.
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Task 3


Create a new Analysis, Rank Improvement and Median
Analysis, that will rank Salespersons etc. according to
their Revenue. Furthermore, the analysis will compare
rankings of the current year with rankings of previous
year and clearly show who has improved the most or the
least.



Tip: If you do not know the syntax for Rank and Median
calculations, try adding them to a crosstab from the list of
pre-defined calculations.



Tip: The bar chart highlights the Salespersons that are
closest to the Median Revenue. You may need a (hidden)
column with:
o

abs((sum(d1, 0, m1) - median(d1, all, m1)))

And a color agent where you look for the minimum
value(s) of the hidden column.




The analysis should look like this:

Save the analysis as Lesson 2 Rank Improvement and Median.
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Lesson 3: Reference Modifiers – Visibility and Order
General purpose
This lesson will teach the use and relevance of Reference Modifiers.
All aggregation functions are by default based on all the elements within their
reference range.
For example avg(d-1, all, m1) will calculate the average of the measure m1 for all
rows in the last column.
Now, if for example some of the rows had been hidden by a Visibility Agent, then
a visibility modifier must be used to calculate the average of the visible rows only:
avg(d-1, all(visible), m1).

Summation / Recap


A Reference Modifier is used to filter the elements within the reference range
upon which the aggregation function must be based.



There are three types of Reference Modifiers:
o

Visibility modifiers includes/excludes visible/hidden elements.

o

Order modifiers determines the order of elements when they are
referenced – the current sorting order, as seen in the cross table, or
the inherited sorting order, as sorted in the cube.

o

Hierarchy modifiers – to be focused on in the next lesson.
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Demo
This demo will demonstrate examples of how to utilize the Visibility and Order
Modifiers.
Visibility Modifiers



Create a new Analysis with a Cross table showing Revenue per Product
Hierarchy(Product).



Use a Visibility Agent to hide products with a Revenue < 5.000.000.



Add a calculation: Total of visible products.

Note: The standard Grand total at the top of the table is the sum of visible and
hidden rows, while the calculated total at the bottom of the table is the sum of the
visible rows only.
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Order Modifiers



Create a new Analysis Monthly Growth with a Cross table showing Revenue
per Time Hierarchy (Month).



Apply criteria Time = Last 13 months.



Make an ascending sort order by right-clicking the Revenue column's header.



From the Properties tab, Formatting, disable Hierarchical collation.



Add two calculations:
o

Accumulated sum, sorted


o

sum(d-1, d1:0, m1)

Month-to-month growth, unsorted


(sum(d-1, 0(u), m1) – sum(d-1, -1(u), m1)) % sum(d-1, -1(u), m1)

Notice: The monthly growth calculation should work according to the original
sorting order to make sence – that’s why the u-parameter is necessary.
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The earliest month (which is only included in order to calculate growth on the
second earliest month) is still visible in the analysis.
Add a visibility agent to hide the earliest month (again, according to the original
sorting order).

The visibility agent counts the rows (unsorted) and counting the first row the
condition is met and the row is hidden. After the first row the count will be > 1 and
the condition is not met.
The final analysis should look like this:

Notice that it is possible to sort the last calculation, while the accumulated sum
cannot be sorted – and the reason for this is the use of the u-parameter on the last
calculation.
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Exercises lesson 3
(Screenshots and exercises are based on version 2018.3 demo data. If you working on an earlier or later version
you may need to subtract or add 1 year to achieve similar results.)

Task 1
In this exercise you are challenged with creating a new Analysis, Advanced Profit,
to analyze 12 months data for the Profit measure.


Add a global criterion (using Dynamic Time) that will limit our data to the
previous 12 months (latest 12 concluded months):



Add a Horizontal Bar Chart Profit, 12 months Index:
o

Calculate a 12 months index, that calculates each month as a
percentage of the first month in the selected period.
Tip: Include the Order Modifier in the calculation, otherwise it will not
be possible to sort it.

o

Make a descending sort order based on the calculation 12 mth index.
Tip: Right-click the calculation’s column header in order to sort it.

o


Apply labels.

Add a Vertical Bar Chart Profit, Top Customers of Total:
o

Top Customers (TC) are defined as customers having a total profit
greater than or equal to 50.000 for the selected 12 months period.
Tip: The basic cross table should be defined with the Time Hierarchy
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(Month) dimension on the vertical axis, and the Customer dimension on
the horizontal axis.



o

Calculate a Top Customer percentage, TC%, that is the profit for Top
Customers expressed as a percentage of the total profit for all
customers.

o

Tip: Customers contributing with less than 50.000 must be hidden.
TC% is in other words the profit for visible customers expressed as a
percentage of the total profit (profit for visible and hidden customers).

o

Display TC% in the bar chart with labels applied.

Let us simulate that we are currently in 20 October 2017. This is done via the
Specify dynamic date origin option in the Criteria Smartpad.

The result should now look like this:

Save the analysis as Lesson 3 Advanced Profit analysis.
How do you apply a different color to the first month, the 100% bar, in the
horizontal bar chart?
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Change the dynamic date origin to 20 June 2018 to get this result:
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Lesson 4: Reference Modifiers – Hierarchy
General purpose
This lesson will teach the use and relevance of Hierarchy Reference Modifiers.
Hierarchy Modifiers will enable the user to refer to certain levels of data in a
hierarchical dimension.
By default any calculation will be applied to its current level, which in most cases
also makes sense: E.g. monthly averages are calculated on the Month level of the
Time dimensions, quarterly averages are calculated on the Quarter level etc.
But in some instances it may be necessary to refer to a different level, e.g. to
calculate the monthly revenue as a percentage of the yearly revenue.

Summation / Recap


A Reference Modifier is used to filter the elements within the reference range
upon which the aggregation function must be based.



Hierarchy modifiers are used to force references to specific levels in a
hierarchical dimension.
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Demo
This demo will demonstrate different examples of how to utilize the Hierarchy
Modifiers.
Child Modifier



Create a new Analysis with a Cross table showing Profit per Product
Hierarchy(Product).



Use a Visibility Agent to hide all products where Profit < 3.000.000. So now
we are only seeing the Significant Products (SP).

Note: The subtotals are still based on the sums for all products (visible and hidden)
for each product group.


Add a new calculation for the Significant Products, SP Profit = sum(d1, all(v),
m1), as a calculation for each product.
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Note: The result for each product is the total Profit for all visible products (in the first
column). The subtotal result for each Product group is the total Profit for all visible
Product groups (in the first column).


Add a Children modifier to the formula, SP Profit = sum(d1, all(v,c), m1).

Note: The result for each product is now zero because the products have no
children. The subtotal result for each group is now the total Profit for all visible
Product group children, i.e. all visible products.
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Finally use an if-then-else statement to produce a satisfying result:

if count(d1, all(c), m1) = 0 then sum(d1, 0, m1) else sum(d1, all(v,c), m1).
Or, in plain text: If the current element has no children then just copy the element's
value, otherwise calculate the sum of all its visible children.
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Ragged Hierarchy Modifier

A ‘ragged’ hierarchy is a hierarchy where different branches of the hierarchy have
different numbers of levels.


Create another Cross table, Revenue per Customer Country(Country)



Add a calculation, Accumulated sum = sum(d-1, d1:0, m1).



Expand Canada, to simulate a ragged hierarchy.

Note: The accumulation "starts over" in the expanded part of the hierarchy. This is
because the default Hierarchy Modifier (= no Hierarchy Modifier) is set to include
elements on the same level as the current element.
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Add the 'ragged' modifier r0 to the calculation:
sum(d-1, d1:0(r0), m1).



This will force the calculation to include elements at the lowest level in the
hierarchy according to the current expansion of the table.

Note: The accumulation now continues despite the uneven hierarchy levels.
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Siblings Modifier



Expand all Countries (e.g. by use of the '+' in the upper right corner of the
object).



Add another calculation, Index per Region:
sum(d1, 0, m1) / sum(d1, all, m1). Format as Percent.

Note: When no Hierarchy Modifier has been applied, the profit of each Region will be
calculated as a percentage of the equivalent of the grand total.


Add the “siblings” modifier to the calculation:
sum(d-1, 0, m1) % sum(d-1, all(s), m1).

Note: By adding the “siblings” modifier, the profit of each Region will now be
calculated as a percentage of the equivalent of the subtotals for each Country.
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Level Modifier



Create a cross table Profit per Product Hierarchy by Customer Country.



Add a new calculated measure Segment % that calculates each
Product/Customer Country combination as a percentage of the grand total
profit.



Instead of referring to all columns or all rows on a certain level it will often be
relevant to refer to a single column or row at the 'All' level:

sum(0, 0, m1) / sum(all, all, m1) -> sum(0, 0, m1) / sum(all, d-1(l0), m1)

Another example of the level parameter being useful can be observed in the
simple trend calculation, where the level parameter can make a calculation robust
in case of hierarchy expansion.



Add a crosstab – Profit per Product Hierarchy (Product Group) and by
Time Hierarchy (Year).
Calculate a difference between the last 2 columns:
Trend = sum(d-1, 0, m1) – sum(d-2, 0, m1)

This calculation always calculates the 2 last columns – if the hierarchy is
expanded the calculation will calculate the 2 last columns at the expanded level –
as shown below:
Not expanded:
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Partially expanded (now the Trend calculation calculates the difference between
Q4 and Q3 in 2015):

This could be the intention – and in that case there is no problem, but if you want
to make the calculation robust to expansion of the hierarchy you can use the level
parameter.
Trend = sum(d-1(l1), 0, m1) – sum(d-2(l1), 0, m1)

As level 1 in this case specifies the year level the calculation is now robust to
expansion.
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Levels with multiple dimensions on the same axis



Add another crosstab looking at Revenue per Salesperson, by Product
Hierarchy(Product Group) and by Customer(Territory).

Now make sure that all 3 dimensions are on the same (vertical) axis as shown
here:

This creates a special situation in relation to the level parameter. You can actually
reference the level of each dimension in one sentence.
This example references the totals of the Salespersons:
Salespersons totals: sum(d-1, 0(l(1, 0, 0)), m1)

l(1, 0, 0) means level 1 on the Salesperson dimension and level 0 on Product and
Customer Country (level 0 being the “all” level).
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So in short – totals for Products and Customer Country but still within each
Salesperson.

To reference the Product subtotals the syntax would be:
Product Subtotals = sum(d-1, 0(l(1, 1, 0)),m1)

Totals on the Customer Country level – but within each Salesperson/Product
Group.
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Exercises lesson 4
(Screenshots and exercises are based on version 2018.3 demo data. If you working on an earlier or later version
you may need to subtract or add 1 year to achieve similar results.)

Create a new Top and Bottom analysis designed to show a list of the 3 best
selling and 3 worst selling Products within each Product Group.




The basis is a cross tab showing Revenue per Product.
Add visibility agents to hide Product Groups with less than 6 Products.
Add visibility agents to hide products not in the top/bottom 3 categories.

Tip: It might help to sort the list by Revenue.
Tip: The Min and Max functions are not relevant to solve this exercise.
Make sure that subtotals and grand totals are visible and correct in the final
crosstab.
Tip: It will probably be necessary to calculate intermediate results to get
correct subtotals and totals.


Add icon agents to highlight the top 3 and bottom 3 within each Product
Group.

The final crosstab should look like this:
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Appendix
Extra exercise


Create a new Analysis, Observation List, that will be useful in pointing out lowselling, or otherwise questionable products within a given period of time.



The Analysis must be able to analyze data in any range of periods, e.g.
Quarterly or Monthly periods across one or multiple years.



Products apply to the Observation List when any of these conditions are met:
o

If the product's Revenue, in any period is negative.

o

If the product's Revenue, in half or more of the analyzed periods is null
(blank).

o

If the product revenue in the last period is less than the average
revenue of the product across all analyzed periods.



Furthermore, the list must contain a calculation of each product’s total revenue
as a percentage of the total revenue within the associated group. (E.g. “Boss,
Casual Blue L” total revenue as a percentage of the total revenue of all
products in the SHIRTS group.)



With the global criterion, Time = 2016, and with Quarterly periods the
Observation List should look like this:
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…. and with Monthly periods:
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Extra exercise – continued


Make visible subtotals on the Product Group level.



Make sure that the subtotals display the sum of the visible products only.



With Time = 2016 and Quarterly periods the Observation List should look like
this:
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Functions in the Targit Syntax
Here is a list of available functions.
Function

Description

Sum
(default)

Summarizes the measures in the cell ranges.
(cells defaults to sum)

Count

Counts the number of cells in the cell range
having any measure value. (normally used for
counting dimension values)

Allcount

Counts the number of all cells in the cell range
regardless of measure values.

Max

Returns the maximum value for measures in the
cell range.

Min

Returns the minimum value for measures in the
cell range.

Stdev

Returns standard deviation for measures in the
cell range.

Avg

Returns average for measures in the cell range.

Median

Returns the median for measures in the cell
range.

Rankasc

Returns the rank, ascending order, for measures
in the cell range.

Rankdesc

Returns the rank, descending order, for
measures in the cell range.

As explained above, the general usage is :
Function(cell range x, cell range y, measure list (m1;m2;m3… etc).

Cell range can be just a single value like d1 or a range like d1:d3 (1st to 3rd) or all.
Measure list can be a single measure like m1 or a list of measures like m1;m2. (1st
and 2nd).
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Result modifiers
Function

Description

Abs(x)

Returns the absolute value of x
Examples:
Abs(-3) =3
Abs(0) = 0
Abs(3) = 3
Returns the smallest integer not less
than x
Examples:
Ceil(3.01) = 4
Ceil(3.5) = 4
Ceil (3.99) = 4
Returns the result of x/y with the
fractional part discarded. (Integer
division)
Examples:
Div(10;3) = 3
Div(-10;3) = -3
Div (-10;-3) = 3
Returns the largest integer not greater
than x
Examples:
Floor(3.01) = 3
Floor(3.5) =3
Floor(3.99) =3
Returns the integer part of x.
Examples:
Int(3.25) =3
Int(-3.25) = -3
Returns the remainder of x/y
Examples:
Mod(7;3) = 1
Mod(-7;3) = -1
Rounds the number x with y numbers of
decimals (if y is negative the integer part
of a number is rounded)
Examples:
Round(7.21;1) = 7.2
Round(7.125;2) = 7.13
Round(133;-1) = 130

Ceil(x)

Div(x;y)

Floor(x)

Int(x)

Mod(x;y)

Round(x;y)
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Dimension structure and naming
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TARGIT formula syntax
Arithmetic operators

Please note that operators listed first are ‘stronger’ than the later ones, e.g.
multiplication is stronger than addition.
After all, 2 + 3 * 4 equals 14; if addition had been stronger (or equally strong) it
would have been 20.
Operator

Description

-

Unary minus, negates the expression,
e.g. -5.

^

Power, e.g. 5 ^ 2 = 25, and 25 ^ 0.5 =
5.

*, /, %

Multiplication, division and a new
division operator, which simply divides
and then multiplies the result by 100.

+, -

Addition and subtraction

Boolean operators

All Boolean operators return 1 (‘nonzero’) if the condition is met and 0 if it is not.
The operator ‘not’ can be used to negate an expression, but remember to use
parenthesis, as ‘not’ is stronger than all other operators: ‘not 1 > -1’ is nonzero,
while ‘not (1 > -1)’ is zero. The other Boolean operators are all weaker than the
arithmetic operators.
Operator

Description

Not

Nonzero if the expression after ‘not’ is zero,
otherwise zero.

<, <=, >, >=, =, <>

Value comparison operators.

And

Nonzero if the expressions on either side of ‘and’
are both nonzero.

Or

Nonzero if one or both of the expressions on either
side of ‘or’ is nonzero.
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Other operators

Operator

Description

[label:] ( )

Use parenthesis to group expressions, e.g. to make
‘(2+3)*4’ equal 20.
Also, by supplying a label, the expression can be
used more than once in a statement without having
to copy it textually. A complex expression that you
want to use several times is easier to only have to
adjust in one place; -or if, in spite of the added
Boolean operators, you have to use the same
expression in two different branches of an ‘if-thenelse’ expression.
The label name can contain the letters A-Z,
underscore (‘_’) and 0-9. The first letter of the label
can only be A-Z or underscore.
E.g: ‘if AccumAvg:(avg(d-1,d1:0,m1)) <> 0 then
sum(d-1,0,m1) % AccumAvg else 100’

if [A] then [B] else [C]

Evaluates to B if A is nonzero, or to C if A is zero.

Aggregation functions

Function

Description

sum( [element sets] )

Simple sum of elements

count( [element sets] )

Number of non-empty elements

allcount( [element sets] )

Number of elements, both empty and non-empty.

stdev( [element sets] )

Standard deviation of elements

avg( [element sets] )

Average of elements

max( [element sets] )

Maximal value found in elements

min( [element sets] )

Minimal value found in elements
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Element reference modifiers

The element references can be filtered by appending a list of modifier names to
the element range.
E.g. ‘sum(d-1, d1:0 (visible, siblings), m1)’ gives the accumulated sum of the first
measure of the last column, but includes only the visible elements, and only the
elements that are siblings to the current row.
As a shorthand, the abbreviation letter in the table below can be supplied instead
of the entire name.
Visibility
modifier

Short Description

all

a

Both visible and hidden elements are
included.
This is the default visibility filter.

visible

v

Only visible elements are included.

hidden

h

Only hidden elements are included.

Hierarchy Short Description
modifier
level

l

Only elements on the same hierarchy levels in
the dimensions as the current element are
included.
This is the default hierarchy filter.
If an integer >= 0 immediately follows this filter
name, e.g. ‘l2’, then only the values in level 2
are included, with level zero being the grand
total.

siblings

s

Only elements with the same hierarchy
parents in the dimensions as the current
element are included.
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children

c

Only elements that are nested inside the
current element are included. Please note
that only data references can be used with
this filter.
Example: This filter can be used with an ifthen-else operator for making subtotals that
only include the visible elements, when some
elements have been hidden by a Visibility
Agent:
if allcount(0,d1:d-1(c),m1) > 0 then sum(0,d1:d1(v,c),m1) else sum(0,0,m1)

ragged

r

This filter is useful e.g. for making an
accumulation which follows the current
expansion of single elements:

Time

Turnover Accumulated

Total

750

750

2000

500

500

Total

-400

-400

Q1

250

750

Q2

300

1050

Q3

-500

550

Q4

-450

100

2002

250

350

2003

400

750

2001

Like with the ‘level’ filter, an integer >= 0 can
follow this filter name, e.g. ‘r0’. In ragged
filter, however, this value is somewhat more
complicated to explain:
Level zero are the leaf elements, i.e. the
elements that have no children. Level one are
their parents. In the example above, only
2001 is on level one. Level two are the
elements that have level 1 children (grand
total above), etc.
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leaves

rl

Order
modifier

Short Description

sorted

o

Only elements with no children are included.
This is the exact same as ‘r0’.

Relative and data references are indexed
according to the current sorting of the grid.
This is the default order filter.

unsorted

u

Relative and data references are indexed
according to the order of the dimension
values in the cube.
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Template metadata
If you want to reuse a calculation, it may be a good idea to put some flexibility into
your calculation, so that e.g. the choice of which value should be used as index
100 can be changed easily, from the smartpad instead of having to edit the
formula manually. To tell the SmartCalculations editor that there is such a
customizable reference in the formula, you must supply the metadata (name,
default value etc.) for the ranges in question.
The metadata for a range are given in square brackets after the range, just as
range filters are given in parenthesis.
Metadata
element

Syntax example

Description

Parameter
name

d1 ["A"]

Name, identifies the
parameter. Must always
be present. All ranges
with the same name are
synchronized.

Allow
range

d1 ["A":range]

Allow the user to select
both starting and ending
point.

Editable
filters

d1
["A":filter(v,h,o)
]

Allow the user to edit the
given filter types.
Filters: v = visibility, h =
hierarcy, o = order.
If the parenthesis are
missing, all filters can be
edited.
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Metadata
element

Syntax example

Description

Default
value

d1 ["A"=0]

When a template is used
to add a new calculation,
the default reference can
be specified here.
If a relative reference is
given, like it is in this
example, it is modified
unless the calculation is
added ‘for all dimension
values’, i.e. as a custom
measure.
If it is greater than zero, it
is modified to a left-to-right
data reference, e.g. 2 =>
d2.
If it is less than or equal to
zero, it is modified to a
right-to-left data reference,
e.g. 0 => d-1 and -1 => d-2.
In this way, if the template
is designed as a custom
measure, it can reasonably
easily be added as
calculated columns and
rows too.

Description

d1 ["A","Source
data"]

Short explanation to be
shown in the list of
parameters and on the edit
page of this parameter.

d1(v) ["Base":filter=d1,"Index
100"]

The metadata for measures are like the metadata for ranges, except the ‘:range’
and ‘:filter’ elements are not available.
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